Abstract Image cloning has many useful applications, such as removing unwanted objects, fixing damaged parts of images, and panorama stitching. Instead of using pixel intensities, the gradient domain is used in Poisson image editing; however, it suffers from two main problems: color bleeding and bleeding artifacts. In this paper, a modified Poisson blending (MPB) technique is presented which ensures dependency on the boundary pixels of both target and source images rather than just those of the target. The problem of bleeding artifacts is reduced. This makes the proposed technique suitable for use in video compositing as it avoids the flickering caused by bleeding artifacts. To reduce the problem of color bleeding, we use an additional alpha compositing step. Our experimental results using the proposed technique show that MPB reduces the bleeding problems and generates more natural composited images than other techniques.
Introduction
Image cloning has many useful applications, such as removing unwanted objects, fixing damaged parts of images, face replacement [1] , and panorama stitching. Many techniques have been presented to clone regions of a source image and insert them into a target image. Instead of using pixel intensities, the gradient domain is used in Poisson image editing [2] , but this has two main problems: color bleeding and bleeding artifacts [3, 4] . Bleeding problems cause smudges in the generated image (bleeding artifacts) and also lead to the colors of the target image dominating the colors of the source image (color bleeding). This paper presents an image blending technique that generates a natural looking blend between two images. We compare our proposed technique with other image blending techniques, such as Poisson image editing [2] , image melding [8] , photomontage [6] , image harmonization [7] , and error-tolerant image compositing [3] . The results show that our modified Poisson blending (MPB) reduces the bleeding problems and generates more natural composited images than other techniques. It can be used for efficient object cloning in video without flickering.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work is briefly reviewed. A background to gradient domain processing is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the details of the proposed blending technique are presented. In Section 5, experimental results and comparisons with other techniques are presented. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.
Related work
Several image blending techniques have been invented. The Adobe Photoshop healing brush tool allows blending of two images instead of use of straightforward blending using alpha compositing. Other techniques use a multi-scale representation for cloning regions of an image into another one. Interior boundary pixels are interpolated using weighted values by mean value coordinate techniques. Patchbased synthesis is another approach to image cloning based on searching for similar patches in the image to generate a natural composited image. On the other hand, the gradient domain is used in many techniques for cloning the selected pixels of the source image into the target image.
Alpha blending was introduced by Ray and Catmull, who used the alpha channel in image formats to express transparency in images [9] . The alpha channel is used in a direct cloning operation that preserves the original color of the source and the target images. Many approaches have been presented to extract the source object from a given image; both Grabcut for interactive foreground extraction method [10] and the paint selection method in Ref. [11] , extract foreground objects using hard cutting mattes. The optimized color sampling method in Ref. [12] generates accurate soft cutting mattes. However, alpha blending gives undesirable results if the source and target images have different illumination.
The healing brush was introduced in Photoshop 7.0 to provide seamless cloning of image regions with different textures and illumination [13] . Georgiev [5] noted that the healing brush tool is based on ensuring continuity of derivatives by use of a fourth-order partial differential equation (PDE). The healing brush tool is the most popular tool used by designers for seamless image cloning.
Multi-scale representation was used by Burt and Adelson [14] to compose multiple images to generate a large mosaic image. The pyramid-based texture analysis method in Ref. [15] matches the textures of images using multi-scale pyramids. The multi-scale image harmonization approach in Ref. [7] uses multi-scale histogram matching to transfer appearance between images with different textures and noise patterns, but it gives unsatisfactory results if the source and target images have no stochastic textures.
Mean value coordinates provide another basis for image cloning, in which the interior boundary pixels are interpolated by weighted values. Coordinates for the instant image cloning method in Ref. [16] achieve good results which preserve the colors of the image from changes at real time in the case of approximate similarity textures of the pixels that close to the boundaries of both target and source images. However, this method has a problem with concave regions. The improved coordinate-based image cloning method in Ref. [18] uses an alternative sampling approach which can handle concave regions. The environment-sensitive cloning in images method in Ref. [17] uses global features of the target image to improve the blending process. Du and Jin [19] combined alpha matting and mean value techniques by using a gradient vector field as a weighted gradient of target and source images. They used mean value coordinates to solve Laplace equations without needing a large linear system.
Patch-based methods have been widely used for image cloning and image inpainting in recent years. Wexler et al. [20] used patch matching for image and video completion. The variational framework for image inpainting in Ref. [21] combines gradientbased techniques with patch-based techniques to provide robust patch matching. The image melding method in Ref. [8] clones two images with completely different structures without losing small details or artifacts in the composited image. However, image melding emphasises quality of results rather than high performance. Wu and Xu [22] used neighborhood search to give accurate patch matching and increased performance with a limited patch search space.
The gradient domain was used instead of pixel intensities in image cloning by Pérez et al. [2] , solving Poisson equations with a predefined boundary condition; however, the composited image suffers from color bleeding and bleeding artifact problems. The photomontage method in Ref. [6] and drag-and-drop pasting method in Ref. [23] attempt to find an optimized boundary condition for avoiding boundary artifacts in the composited image. Content-aware copying and pasting [24] preserve the colors of the source image using a combination of the alpha matte and gradient domain approaches. The improved method for color image editing in Ref. [4] uses the gradient norm together with color information in the cloning process to avoid the color bleeding problem. Sketch2Photo [25] presents a hybrid image blending method that optimizes the boundary by specifying texture and color consistency of boundary pixels. Then, hybrid image blending acts on the source and target images on two stages: improved Poisson blending, followed by alpha blending. The intent-aware image cloning method in Ref. [26] extracts interesting objects to clone into the target image instead of working with an entire source patch, to reduce artifacts resulting from texture inconsistencies between the source patch and the target image. The image copy-and-paste with optimized gradient method in Ref. [27] reduces unnatural blending arising in images with different structures using a gradient transition map that requires the user to specify the foreground region of interest in the source image.
Background
Many methods use the gradient domain instead of pixel intensities in the blending process. Blending pixels in images is achieved by solving the minimization problem below:
where f is the unknown scalar function of the generated image, f is the gradient of f , f * is the scalar function of the target image, Ω is the unknown region, and ∂Ω is the boundary condition. The Poisson image editing technique [2] inserts a vector field v in Eq. (1) to blending pixels in the source image with the corresponding pixels in the target, so the blending of two images requires solution of
Minimization of Eq. (2) seamlessly clones the source image pixels into the target image using v = g, such that g is a scalar function of the source image. In detail, by minimizing the gradient of the generated image and the gradient of the source image over Ω , taking into account that the pixel intensity over the boundary ∂Ω of the generated image should equal the boundary pixel intensity of the target image, the specified region in the source image is cloned into the target image with a natural appearance. Equation (2) can be represented in a discrete form with Dirichlet boundary conditions as follows: min
such that f p = f * p , for all p ∈ ∂Ω , where f p is the intensity of the current pixel in the generated image that lies in Ω , f q is the intensity of the pixel q, one of its four-connected neighbors of the current pixel p, v pq is the first-order derivative of the source image, and f * p is the intensity of the pixel that lies in the boundary ∂Ω in the blended region.
To minimize Eq. (3), Pérez et al. [2] made the Laplacian operator f equals to the Laplacian operator of the source image v, so that
Thus, the intensity of each pixel in Ω in the generated image is determined by the following equation:
where N p is the set of the four-connected neighbors of the current pixel p. By solving Eq. (5) for each pixel using a well-known iterative solver for linear systems, the intensity values of the unknown pixels in the blended region in the generated image may be found.
The Poisson image editing technique suffers from two main problems: bleeding artifacts and color bleeding [3, 4] . The problem of the bleeding artifacts is the appearance of smudges in the boundary of the blended region in the generated image. The problem of color bleeding is the dominance of target image colors over the source image colors in the generated image: see for example Fig. 1 . The reason for bleeding problems is the dependency between the boundary pixel intensities in the target image and the pixel intensities in the unknown region. As shown by Eq. (5), when a pixel p in the unknown region has a neighbor belonging to the boundary pixels in the target image, such as P (1, 1) in the unknown region shown in Fig. 2 , the only known intensity value in the equation is the pixel intensity of the target image f * q . This dependency makes the target image colors dominate the colors of the integrated region of the source image. In addition, this dependency leads to the appearance of smudges in the boundary of the blended region in the generated image.
Modified Poisson blending
As noted, the bleeding problems occur because of the sole dependency on the intensity of the boundary pixels in the target image. Our modified Poisson blending (MPB) technique reduces the problem of the bleeding artifacts by ensuring a more balanced dependency on the boundary pixels in the target and the source images. The problem of color bleeding is reduced by using alpha compositing between two images generated by the MPB process. Firstly, MPB inverts the blending area: it blends pixels in the target image specified by the complement of the binary mask with those pixels in the source image specified by the complement of the mask. The first step creates a composited image I 1 which is used as a source image in the second step of the MPB, which performs Poisson blending as usual, using the uninverted mask, to generate a second image. Finally, MPB composits the two images generated in these two steps: see Fig. 3 .
Mathematical model
To interpolate pixels over the boundary in the composited image, the following function minimization is performed: min
such that f p = f t p for all p ∈ ∂Ω , where f t is a scalar function of the target image H and w is the divergence of the image I 1 , given by the following minimization problem: min
such that f 2p = f s p for all p ∈ ∂Ω , where f s is a scalar function of image I 1 , t is the divergence of the target image H, intensities of pixels in the source image O are represented by the scalar function f s , and Ω is the inverse of the unknown region specified by the given binary mask. According to Pérez et al. [2] , if the Laplacian of the generated image over the unknown region is set equal to the Laplacian of the integrated region, taking into account that the intensity of each boundary pixel in the generated image over the unknown region is equal to the intensity of the corresponding boundary pixel in the original image, the integrated region is thereby blended in a natural way with the original image. Thus, to minimize Eq. (6), the following equation is used: while to minimize Eq. (7), the following equation is used:
Thus, the intensity of each pixel in the composited image is determined by the following equations:
where N is the current pixel's set of four-connected neighbors. Solving these equations using Gaussian elimination gives the intensities of the pixels in the unknown region Ω of image I 1 . The Laplacian of the scalar function of the image I 1 is used in Eq. (10) to find the intensities of the composited image I 2 within the unknown region Ω .
As shown in Eqs. (10) and (11), we use a balanced dependency on f s and f t that represents the intensities of boundary pixels in the source and target images respectively. The usage of boundary pixels of both the target and source images reduces the artifacts that appear in the composited image I 2 .
To address the problem of color bleeding, we use the generated images I 1 and I 2 for prevent the source image colors from being dominated by the target image colors in the composited image I 3 . We use an additional alpha blending step given by the following equation:
where M A is a binary mask generated from the target image H and the composited image I 2 by the following equation:
where H (x,y) is the intensity of the target image H, I 2(x,y) is the intensity of the composited image I 2 , and S (x,y) is the intensity of the difference image S. We determine the binary mask by a filtering process given by the following equation:
where S is generated by quantizing colors in the difference image S by use of the median cut algorithm [28] , and T is a predefined threshold determined experimentally. Undesired holes in M are filled by using morphological operations:
where L is a symmetric structuring element, ⊕ is the dilation operation, and is the erosion operation. An averaging kernel is then used to create a new mask M : M = M * K (16) where K is an h A × h A arithmetic mean kernel used in a convolution process. The final alpha mask M A is created by applying a symmetric Gaussian low-pass filter G of size n 1 × n 2 with standard deviation σ as follows:
where
Implementation
We have implemented MPB in Matlab; Algorithm 1 gives details. There are three steps. In the first step, the source image is used as a target image in the original Poisson blending operation and the target image is used as a source image. The original binary mask is inverted, so the blended region is the inverse of the specified area in the original binary mask. The first step creates a composited image I 1 which is used as a source image in the second step of the MPB. We use the original target image as a target image in the Poisson blending operation and we use the original binary mask, to get the second composited image I 2 . In this step, we reduce the problem of artifacts by ensuring dependency on both source and target images. In the third step, the generated images from the previous steps are blended using an alpha blending operation. We use the original target image and the generated image from the second step to determine the binary mask. The third step generates image I 3 avoiding the problem of color bleeding: see More equitable dependency on the boundary pixels of source and target images leads to reduced artifacts: compare our results to those from Poisson image editing in Fig. 5 . The problem of color bleeding caused by using the intensities of pixels of the source image are shown in Fig. 5(d) and of pixels of the target image in Fig. 5(e) . By using the additional alpha compositing step, we reduce the problem of color bleeding. The alpha mask used preserves the original colors of the source image well after the compositing process. Figure 6 shows the internal steps used to create the final alpha mask M A . By varying T , h A , n 1 , n 2 , and σ, we get different versions of the composited image as shown in Fig. 7 . The value of T is directly proportional to the size of mask; higher values of T generate larger masks. Higher values of h A , n 1 , n 2 , and σ make the mask proportionately more blured.
Results and discussion
We have tested MPB on a variety of source and target images, using an Intel core TM 2 quad CPU Q9550 @ 2.83 GHz machine. The test images have 1920 × 1080 pixels. For comparisons with other cloning techniques, we used images presented by those techniques.
Our MPB technique achieves good results in image cloning in comparison with other methods as shown in Fig. 8 . In MPB, preserving original colors of the source image is achieved by combining alpha compositing with gradient domain techniques: see Fig. 9 . Figure 10 compares MPB with the method [6] .
(e) Result of Adobe Photoshop healing brush tool [5] . (f) Result of multi-scale image harmonization approach [7] . (g) Result of image melding method [8] . (h) Result of object cloning using constrained mean value interpolation [19] . (i) Result of our MPB technique.
Fig. 9
Comparison between our MPB approach and image compositing using dominant patch transformations [22] . used in Sketch2Photo [25] using T = 0.02, h A = 5, n 1 = 10, n 2 = 10, and σ = 0.03. It is clear that MPB reduces color bleeding and bleeding artifacts arising in Poisson blending [2] . However, in the Sketch2Photo method the colors of the blended region are merged with the new background, which does not happen in MPB as it focuses on preserving the source image colors without change. Doing so is useful in many cases, such as the example shown in Fig. 11 , where MPB prevents the color of the eyes from changing, using T = 0.2, h A = 20, n 1 = 100, n 2 = 100, and σ = 0.1. Compared to the contentaware copying and pasting method in Ref. [24] , the third step of MPB preserves the original colors of the source image more effectively: see Fig. 12 .
The MPB technique reduces the problems of Poisson image editing by using a more equitable dependency on target and source boundary pixels for seamless cloning: see Fig. 13 . Compared to other methods, MPB reduces artifacts as shown in Figs. 14-16. Table 1 compares the time required to blend two images using our MPB technique and other techniques, for different sizes of target and source Comparison between the MPB technique and the content-aware copying and pasting method in Ref. [24] . images. Figure 17 shows the relation between the number of blended pixels of the source image and the time taken for Poisson image editing [2] and our MPB technique. MPB takes approximately the same time, whether the source image is large or small, and is similar to that taken by Poisson image editing for large source images. This is because of the small size of the unknown region in the second step of MPB. The time complexity of computing the color image gradient norm in Poisson image editing [2] is O(nL), where n is the number of color channels in the image, and L is the number of pixels in the unknown region. In the MPB, the time complexity to compute the color image gradient norm is O(nN ), where N is the number of pixels in the image.
By reducing the bleeding artifacts in the composited image, flickering in video is minimized. Figure 18 compares the results from MPB with those from other techniques. MPB creates a much less noticable blending in videos compared to other techniques. Inpainting is an expensive process for video because of the large number of frames. We crop the area of interest in both source and target images, and apply the blending process only to the cropped area. The performance of MPB compared to other blending techniques is shown in Fig. 19 , which gives the time needed for 200 frames of the video shown in Fig. 18 (24 fps, 1920 × 1080 pixels) . In this video, we track the face in the target video to align the source face with it.
Conclusions
A new gradient domain technique for image blending has been presented, called modified Poisson blending (MPB). It uses boundary pixels of both the source and the target images in the blending process to reduce the bleeding artifacts that occur using traditional gradient domain techniques. The MPB Comparison between MPB and object cloning using constrained mean value interpolation [19] . creates two versions of blended images which are used to reduce the problem of color bleeding that occurs because of the dependency on the boundary pixels of the target image only in traditional methods. Our results show that MPB reduces bleeding problems that lead to undesirable results in many cases. It generates much better blending results in video inpainting in comparison to other image blending techniques. [2] , image melding [8] , and an error-tolerant method [3] . The size of the source image refers to the number of pixels in the source image blended with corresponding pixels in the target image. Small source images (S) are 20% of the size of the target images, while medium source images (M) and large source images (L) are 40% and 80% resepctively. 
